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Summary
Santa Cruz County is using GLJEUM to enter journal entries. These entries will be used to make
transfers between funds, interest income entries, closing construction in progress to capital
assets, and other required General Ledger and Job Ledger Journal entries.
In the case of adjustments to records coming from other subsystems such as an AP invoice, or a
Payroll check maintenance, Santa Cruz County will use the subsystem where the transactions
originated as often as possible to keep the subsystem in balance.
The County will generally use Common Codes System number generators for all Set and
Reference numbers. There is a seed set up for JE15 for current entries. That will be updated to
JE16 for FY 2016.
The County has JE Approval Work Flow setup at this time.
County departments must attach all required backup to journal entries at the time of entry. All
Journal Entries must have adequate supporting documentation attached. In addition to the
normal supporting documentation, please also attach a copy of the Multi-Date Set Proof Listing
for the transaction.

Basic Journal Entries
Overview of the Basic Journal Entry Process
Like most of the entry processes, the journal entry process is a typical set process, where a set is
created, then validated and finally distributed (posted) to the General Ledger.
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Create/Update Set
GLJEUM

Nothing is posted to the GL at this point.
Entries are saved as undistributed transactions
User can then run a proof using mask GLJEMP.
Nothing is posted to the General Ledger (GL) at
this point.

Run Proof
GLJEMP

No

User can create a journal entry set using mask
GL JE UM.

User can also run CDD report: GL1200:
Unposted JE Batch Report and drill to set.

GLJEBP
Entries
OK?

Yes
Distribute
GLJEDM

The proof creates reports showing entries as
they would post to GL if the set was distributed.
If the user is happy with the entries, and has
User edits and posts their own entries
security rights, distribute (=post) the set to the
GL
Ledger.approved set to post entries
Distribute
to the General Ledger using multi-dates
from JEID.

If the user needs to make amendment, they can
go back to the set and make changes as needed.
A Set can be seen as a bucket which holds multiple Journals. Each Journal has to be balanced
and can have multiple transactions:

Structure of a Journal Entry Set

Set ID: 000001
JE ID: 0000001

JE ID: 0000002

TRANSACTION 001

TRANSACTION 001

TRANSACTION 002

TRANSACTION 002

TRANSACTION 003

TRANSACTION 003

TRANSACTION 999

TRANSACTION 999
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Create a Journal Entry Set
1. Navigate to GLJEUM – multidate Journal Entry from the ONESolution command or an
established selection.

MANAGE SETS
2. The Set Management window will open

3. To add a new set, click on the Add button in the ribbon.

4. Click the field under the Set ID column heading and enter the next sequential number
from the Journal Entry log you maintain. ED+2 digit fiscal year+4 digit sequential
number. Example: ED160060
5. This will populate the Set ID field
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Note: To edit an existing set, click on the desired set ID. The manage sets will
default to any non- posted sets in BE status for the logged in user. Other sets
can be brought up through query.
6. An optional description for this particular set, i.e. “Month End Adjustments July FY” may
be entered.

Note: The sets and contents are reportable using the Click Drag and Drill report
writer. Report CDD GL1200 reports on unposted Journal Entry sets and a drill down
report is available (GL1200DD)

7. All other fields are populated by the system:
Create Date and Create User are populated with the date the set was created and the
user who created the set.
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The Update Date and Update User show when the set was last updated and by which
user.



The status for a new set will always be ‘BE’ which means it is created but has not yet
been posted.




The WF Approval process will update the status to ‘AP’ for Approved.
When Distributed the status will change to ‘DS’ (Posted).

8. Press Save
or the Enter Key after inputting the set ID and the optional
description, the set is now created and the system will automatically go to the
transaction entry screen.

TRANSACTIONS

9. The upper part of the screen contains the Journal Entry ID’s (JE ID) and record total
information about the particular JE ID and the set where it resides.
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10. Make sure you are in Add mode (The add button will be grey).

11. Click into the JEID field and enter the same number into theis field that you used for
your Set ID.

12. In the lower part of the screen (in orange and dark grey) the transactions relating to the
JE ID are entered.

Note: Use the controls on the lower left hand corner to scroll through the lines for each
JE ID, add new lines for a JE ID or to move in and out of Grid Mode. The control ribbon
looks like this:
.
13. On the Main Tab add lines to the journal transaction.
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14. Enter The GL Key and Object information and JL KEY (if applicable)

Note: If needed, use the Lookup button in the top left corner of the screen.

15. Enter the Debit or Credit amount for the line item.

16. Enter a description for the line item

17. Once all the information for the line item has been keyed, hit the enter key or the save
button on the top ribbon bar

18. This will automatically add an additional line to the journal. The Description will default
based on the previous line.

19. Continue entering lines to the journal for the entire journal transaction.
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20. As lines are added, the line item count at the bottom of the screen will increase

21. As line items are entered, the top portion of the screen will calculate number of records
entered, the total debits and credits, and will indicate if the journal is in balance

22. There will be a message if the JE ID is out of balance.

Note: The entry needs to be in balance before the journal can be posted using normal
distribution methods.
23. Additional text can be added and then reported on using ONESolution. The Text also
prints on the set proof and distribution reports. Click on the Text tab and enter text
related to the JE ID.

Attaching Supporting Documentation
1. Scan all supporting documentation for the Journal transaction and save to a location on
your computer.
2. Attach backup for the journal transaction by using the Attachments tab at the top of the
ribbon bar, and clicking the New Document button.
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If you don’t have the Attachments Tab, do the following:
a. Click on the Globe icon on the top left hand corner of the screen and select Settings

b. On the window that pops up, select tab Preferences, go to Show Attachments and
set it to Enable.
c. Then hit Apply Settings at the bottom of the window

3. Then click on the New Document icon:

4. The below screen will appear. Enter a Description into the description box:
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5. Click on the Browse button to browse for the file you wish to attach and select it:

6. Once you have selected the document, click Open.
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7. Once you have clicked Open, the following screen will appear. Click Attach.

8.

The GLJEUM screen will reopen. Click on the Attachments tab on the left hand side of
the GLJEUM screen. The document you attached will appear as an icon with the
description you had entered previously.

Set PROOF
Proof a Journal Entry Set
1. To check whether the set is alright to post, the user can run a proof by accessing the
Multi-Date Set Proof Listing link from the Links tab on the left side of the Journal entry
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screen. The set proof listing generated using this process must also be attached to the
transaction as additional backup.

2. The utility below will appear and your Journal Entry Set will be entered in the Name of
your Journal Entries Set field

3. Click the Submit button and you will get a notification that your job has been submitted

4. Go to the ONESolution Desktop and in the Jobs tab, find the job you just submitted. Use
the refresh button until the job status says Completed

5. Once the job is complete, click the + to the left to expand the job and click the Journal
Entry Batch Proof link

6. This will open the Journal Entry Batch Proof report
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7. Review the Batch Proof report
8. If the batch proof report looks correct, click the Export to PDF button

9. Select PDF

10. Save the file and name it using the Set ID and anything else you find useful to identify
the item

11. Close the report and open the journal entry transaction again
12. Follow the steps for attaching a document to attach the saved batch proof to the journal
entry

Workflow
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1. Approve your set after your entry is complete and your supporting documentation and
set proof listing is attached, by clicking on pending approvals tab and approve as shown
here.

2. If you are ready to send you journal for the next level of approval, click the Approve
button.

3. Enter comments if you want, then click the Submit button.

4. Your journal transaction is now waiting on the next level of approval.

OTHER FEATURES
Copy a Journal Entry Set
1. To copy a JE set/batch select the set you would like to copy from the Set Management
screen and click the open button.
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2. From the left side of the screen, click the tools tab and click the Copy JE Set link.

3. This will open the copy tool. From Set ID will default based upon the set you are
copying, To Set ID will default to SYSTEM, which means the system will generate the
number (just like clicking the generate button).

4. Enter a New Primary Date and New Secondary Date. This will normally be the day you
are entering the transaction.

5. Enter SYSTEM into the New JEID field. This will create a system generated JEID (like
clicking the generate button)
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Click the Copy button
The new journal entry will automatically open.
Make any required changes to the journal.
Attach supporting documentation
Run and attach the set proof
Submit the transaction for approval using the Pending Approvals tab

Create a Template Journal Entry Set
1. Navigate to GLJEUM

2. Click the Add button to create a new Set ID

3. In the Set ID field, enter a unique identifier so you will recognize the item as a template.
In the Description field enter additional information about the template.

4. Click Save or hit Enter to open the transaction.

5. In the JE ID field, enter a unique identifier so you will recognize the item as a template.
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6. Enter all the line items for the template transaction. Depending on your preferences,
you may want to leave the Debit and Credit fields at 0.00 if you will be entering different
amounts into these fields each time you use the template.
7. Once you have entered all the template line items, click the Save button.

8. To create an actual journal entry transaction using the template you created, select the
template from the list of Sets in the Set Management window and click the Open
button.

9. From the Tools tab on the left side of the screen, click the Copy JE Set link

10. The Copy utility will open
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11. Enter a New Primary Date and New Secondary Date. This will normally be the day you
are entering the transaction.

12. Enter SYSTEM into the New JEID field. This will create a system generated JEID (like
clicking the generate button)

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Click the Copy button
The new journal entry will automatically open.
Make any required changes to the journal.
Attach supporting documentation
Run and attach the set proof
Submit the transaction for approval using the Pending Approvals tab

Note: Be sure to copy your template prior to changing amounts, attaching supporting
documentation, running a batch proof, or submitting. Do not submit your journal template
for approval.
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Create a journal entry Set in excel and upload it
1. Fill out the Journal entry Excel template

2. Click the GLUTRIIJ tab on the template

3. This tab has been automatically populated with the information you entered on the
AUD48.
4. Delete the two header rows at the top of the page

5. Do a Save As and save the file with a unique name and as a CSV (Comma delimited)

6. Click the Save button
7. Close the template
8. In One Solution open the GLUTRIIJ utility
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9. The utility will open
10. Click the … button to select the CSV file you saved

11. Once you have selected your CSV file, click Open

12. Enter a unique set ID so you will recognize your set once it is uploaded, then click the
Submit button.

13. You will receive a notification that the job was submitted

14. Navigate to the ONESolution Desktop to the Jobs tab to check the status of the job.
15. Once the status is Completed, you can open the JE Set that was uploaded by navigating
to GLJEUM and searching for the JE Set you entered into the upload utility.
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The file can be created in excel and then saved as a comma delimited file, before using the
menu item

interface to upload the file.
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